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Dear Joe :

I.- I have reviewed your excellent pap_'r entitled
"Planning for the Future of United State's Tc critorles
and the Trus_ Territory of the Pacific 'sla: ds", and
wish to congratulate you on having prod, cod :st,cha
timely and well-prepared document. I w isl, to lend my
full support bo your efforts to start actlo,_ to resolve
their future status.

|

2. There is no question tha_ we sl,oulfl take action
as soon as possible to remove these ter_'itories from
their present status, since otherwise w,,;sh_ll be under
increasing pressure in the United Nation,s. We sl,ould

•,:_, also consider tl,e possible advantases or' act Lng _mwQ •%_.

' while the Soviet-Chlnese conflict is co_tin_ing and
Communist China remains excluded from ti_.e[I_,Ited i_atlons.

At the very least, the United States sh(mld no_ allow
itself I;o be placed in the position of l_eilk;one _[" tile

last remalnln_E dolonlal powers.

' 3. My understanding of the basic substantiv:: ele-
ments of the paper is as follows:

a. The paper proposes, in prilmip]e, th..:
development of a prozram to pl-ovide a "term:[hal" ::tatus
fop our territories and for the TTPI whlch.assurc:_ their

"continuing association" with the United States wl_ile
meetln{: our obligations under the Cl_artcr.

b. The paper suggests, in fact, that we aim
fop some form of "association" short of statehood, which
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would not necessarily be permanent, but t._hich would be
designed to remove the territories f_'om United Nations
Jurisdiction. (It does this on the assumption that an
option of statehood is currently politically impractical.)
Plebiscites would be held in the varlou:_ territories to
decide on the proposals.

c. The nature of the plebiscites is not clear_
spelled out .in'the paper but.'I understand the intentions'
to be that they would include .an option of independenc_
in addition .to the forms of "association" decided upon.

d. The paper suggests that United Nations action
would be sough_ only at the end of the plar:ning, when
there would be a request for some kind of U1-lted Nations
"observation" of the plebiscite.

4. Because this program in fact i:: terminal only
with respect to 'removing the territorie:: from United
Nations supervision and not with respect-,to their final
status, the United Nations aspects of t _e program will : ......
be crucial. The key issues will be: (_) Whether the ........
new status would give the territories f_ll self-govern-

_._._: ment, (b) Whether the people have had an adequate option
• in making their choice, and (c) Whether the people will

in fact have made an informed and totally free choice.

5. On the .first point -- whether ;he status would
grant full se.lf_government -- the dotal Is would be impor-
tant. If important powers of action or appointment _lere
retained for the Federal Government, fo,: instance, the
proposals would run into trouble. Continued control over
foreign affairs and other matters of no::mal Federal con-
cern could probably be successfully maintained, but

' Federal control (whether Presidential or Congressional)
over internal legislation through veto powers or appoint-

e

merit of governors, etc., would not. (E.g., the status
' of Puerto Rico is likely to be acceptable in principle,

while that of the District of Columbia would not be.)

6. On the second point -- an adequate option --we
: must assume, that an option of independence will be essen-
•':. tial in ord'e_ to gain General Assembly approval. The
.', trouble we '&_e havi'ng in assuring, that Puerto Rico is,_.

. not reopened in the United Nations, in spite of the
_': 1953 General Assembly decision, is an example of this.

DI It is true that New Zealand is probably on the verge of _
i_ obtaining General Assembly approval for removing. I;he
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Cook Islands from United Nations supervision even though
the peoRle were not given a clear choice of independence.
(IIowever, their Constitution provides the means to obtain
it at any time.) But we think the New Zealand experience
largely stands on its own and Chat it would prove more
difficult for us to accomplish, especially as time goes ,.

on. Nor do I believe we would take much of a risk in

the relatively near future by offering independence, as ......
the paper observes. If some form of total integration ._

. such as statehobd represents could also be posed at the
outset this would obviously be even better. I am not •
able to Judge the political realities adequately from
here but I would hope thls would not be excluded unless
it has been thoroughly explored. I should also note that' ............
any interim solution will probably have to include some ....
means for further modification of their status (as is
the case with Puerto Rico and the Cook Islands)

8. On the third point -- a free and informed choice --
the form of Unlt_d Nations involvement will be Important_ .....
Not only must what we do be correct from the United _:..........
Nations point of view, but it must also be verifiable by
the Unit;ed Nations as correct. This will undoubtedly

_ require some form of United Nations observation, as the
'_ paper implies. In the recent Cook Island case New Zealand

started off with an offer of "observation". The Committee

of 24 changed this to "supervision" (although what then t
took place was actually closer to observation). The
trend in the United Nations will undoubtedly be toward
insisting on increasing degrees of "supervision", another
reason for acting sooner rather than later. But we will
need to consider carefully how far we can go in giving
the United Nations a meaningful role at the time of the
plebiscites.
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10. The most important thing of course is that we...
get on seriously _._ith bringing about te_unination on the,_'2'
non-self-governing status of'all"four of our territories.
I therefore heartily concur with YOUr argumentation and

the recommendations conbalned in your paper, and hope
they will1 be accepted.

dially, t_. _-

: Arthur J. Gol_erg
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